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Abstract—The increasing maturity of some well-established
technologies – such as XPath – along with the sharp rise of
brand-new ones – i.e. the blockchain – presents new opportunities
to researchers in the field of multi-agent coordination. In this
position paper we briefly discuss a few technologies which, once
suitably interpreted and integrated, have the potential to impact
the very roots of tuple-based coordination as it stems from the
archetypal L INDA model.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In spite of their age – the original L INDA model dates back
to more than thirty years ago [1] – coordination models have
still to reach their full maturity and diffusion in real-world
applications. This is mostly due to their early emergence in
the literature: open distributed systems, where coordination is
a key issue, have become common practice in the software
engineering area only in the last decade [2]. Nevertheless,
coordination models and technologies are to become essential
in forthcoming scenarios such as the Internet of Things (IoT)
[3], as well as in applications where the need for pervasive
intelligence [4] can be addressed effectively by multi-agent
systems (MAS) [5].
Thus, the next decade is likely to determine the extent to
which coordination technologies may impact on real applications. Their success is going to depend, on the one hand, on the
expressiveness of coordination models, since the complexity of
application scenarios is growing steadily; on the other hand, on
the ability of coordination middleware to integrate and exploit
the novel technologies emerging from the newest application
areas, since that would promote industry adoption.
Accordingly, in this position paper we speculate on the
opportunities provided by a few technologies – some wellestablished, some brand-new – once they are integrated within
the most expressive and developed coordination models, that
is, tuple-based ones [6]. Thus, in the remainder of this paper
we first (Section II) briefly introduce the enabling technologies
– namely, XPath, the blockchain, and stream processing –
then (Section III) we foresee their impact on tuple-based
coordination models and technologies, finally we provide the

reader with some conclusive remarks along with an outlook
on future research (Section IV).
II. E NABLING T ECHNOLOGIES
Our elaboration on the novel opportunities for tuple-based
coordination models takes its move from three promising
technologies: XPath, a well-established technology whose potential impact on observability of tuples and pattern matching
(Subsection II-A) has been largely overlooked; the blockchain,
which has recently got momentum amongst both industry practitioners and research teams in academia (Subsection II-B);
and stream processing, which has been around for a while but
is now more affordable and pervasive than ever before, especially if in-stream processing is concerned (Subsection II-C).
A. XPath
XPath [7] is a major element in the XSLT standard, aimed
at enabling easy navigation through elements and attributes of
an XML document.
XPath provides developers with path expressions, making
it possible to select nodes (or sets of nodes) in an XML
document: element, attribute, text, namespace, processinginstruction, comment, and document nodes, organised in a
tree-like structure—whose root is, indeed, the XML document
root element. Nodes have relationships – namely, parent,
children, siblings, ancestors, and descendants – that XPath
allows to be easily navigated by exploiting path expressions,
which are combinations of the name of an XML node/attribute,
selection symbols (i.e. // enabling to match nodes wherever they are in current XML document), predicates (i.e.
position() enabling to precisely match nodes among siblings), and wildcard symbols (i.e. @* to match any attribute
node). As an example, path expression
/bookstore/book[position()<3]
matches the first two book nodes children of the bookstore
element, whereas
//title[@*]
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matches all title elements which have at least one attribute
(regardless of its kind).
XPath path expressions can be even more expressive by
exploiting XPath axes, which define sets of nodes relative
to the current one, such as ancestor (to match parents,
grandparents, etc. of the current node), descendant (to
match children, grandchildren, etc.), following-sibling
to match all the siblings after the current element—and many
others1 . A complete path expression is thus made up of an
axis, a node selection instruction, and optionally a predicate
for further filtering. As an example, path expression
child::*/child::price
matches all price grandchildren of the current node.
By combining all the above XPath language constructs,
many interesting and novel forms of pattern matching for
tuple-based coordination can be conceived, thus providing a
new dimension for associative access, a typical feature of such
a models [6]. For instance, it is possible to select an XML
element (tuple argument) regardless of its location within the
XML document (tuple), that is, with no clue on the structure
of the XML document itself (i.e. depth and breadth of the tree
or a given sub-tree)—as further commented in Section III.
B. Blockchain
The blockchain is a shared ledger distributed across a network [8] where transactions are verified against programmed
rules of the blockchain itself, and persistently tracked in
append-only blocks within the ledger itself. Permissionless
blockchains are open: any participant can view transactions,
even anonymously—as in Bitcoin blockchain [9]. Instead,
permissioned blockchains allow participants to inspect solely
those transactions relevant to them—as in the Hyperledger
Project [10].
Transactions are asset transfers onto or off of a ledger,
whose blocks are synchronised with all other ledgers in the
same network. Consensus among nodes (copies of the ledger)
about transactions verification occurs through programmed
rules called smart contracts, and ensures that ledgers are
exact copies, lowering the risk of fraudulent operations—
statistically, because tampering would have to involve many
nodes simultaneously. Smart contracts are programs directly
executing on the blockchain network, which encode the business rules that transactions must abide to so as that all participants can enforce verification consistently. Cryptographic
hashes and asymmetric key encryption complete the picture
by guaranteeing blocks’ integrity and identification of participants, respectively, with no need for a secure communication
channel.
Whether it is used within its most famous business domain
– that is, supporting cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin [9]
– or in other areas such as supply chain management and
medical records tracking [8], the blockchain is explicitly
conceived to tackle all the problems of business transactions
1 See

https://www.w3schools.com/xml/xpath axes.asp

in open networks, at once. As a result, with the blockchain (i)
establishing trust between parties is no longer necessary, since
they only have to trust the technology—the blockchain; (ii)
transparency comes for free, as the ledger is distributed and
all peers involved in a transaction perceive the same state of
the blockchain; (iii) accountability, too, is naturally supported
as for transparency.
As it will be further elaborated in Section III, the blockchain
technology could play a fundamental role in expanding the
business domains suitable for tuple-based coordination while
also improving infrastructural support. For instance, (i) nodes
synchronisation and consensus may well support implementation of distributed tuple spaces – traditionally based on
distributed hash tables techniques [11] –; (ii) smart contracts
may be exploited as a means to consistently enforce global
coordination rules [12]; (iii) transactions may play the role of
tuple space primitives in privacy/security demanding application domains.
C. Stream Processing
In its very essence, a stream processing engine is just a
sort of data processing engine that is designed to deal with
infinite data sets [13]. Many other definitions exist, typically
focussing on specific issues of stream processing, such as
whether they process data in (near) real-time or in batch mode,
whether they fetch and post data to databases or devices (in
the former case they are often called query engines), etc. With
the aim of being as much inclusive as possible w.r.t. actual
streaming technologies – many of which are maintained by
the Apache Foundation2 – we prefer to stick with the more
essential definition provided.
Stream processing engines are a de facto standard for
implementing the big data infrastructures underlying many
IoT applications [3], where they are often merely exploited
as gateway components pushing data to centralised cloudbased analytics platforms—thus, they are mostly used in
batch processing mode, on finite slices of data. Our focus
here is instead on in-stream processing, that is, actually, on
unbounded streams of data which are continuously processed
in order to keep the rest of the system up-to-date with the
most recent information.
In-stream processing engines are usually composed by a
front-end of fault-tolerant data buffers for storing incoming
streams, a back-end of stream filters and processors coordinating to split the computational load and re-assemble results, and
a storage layer for both processing state and output data. The
front-end takes care of some crucial services such as stream
replay, that is, the possibility to rollback a stream to fetch older
data, possibly already processed, in case of failures of any
kind. The back-end of processing nodes is obviously mostly
concerned with providing the functionalities regarding data
2 To name the most famous ones, Apache Storm (http://storm.apache.org/),
Apache Spark (https://spark.apache.org/), and Apache Kafka (https://kafka.
apache.org/). A less-known and relatively recent but promising stream processing engine specifically conceived for on-board processing in IoT scenarios
worth mentioning is Apache Edgent (http://edgent.apache.org/docs/overview).
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aggregation required by the application at hand, but may also
be in charge of providing ancillary services such as lineage
tracking, that is, correlation of streaming and processing events
stemming from the same lineage of descendants for monitoring
and debugging purpose.
In Section III we discuss how stream processing techniques
may fruitfully integrate with tuple-based coordination as well
as with the other technologies mentioned in this section. For
instance, if a data stream in mapped onto a (set of) XMLtuple(s), continuously updated and observed through XPath
queries, a slew of novel opportunities arise. On the one
hand, stream processing may bring to tuple-based coordination
(near) real-time efficiency; on the other hand, it may benefit
of tuple spaces as a form of buffering for stream replay, and
of blockchain transactions and smart contracts to guarantee
lineage tracking.
III. I MPACT ON T UPLE - BASED C OORDINATION
Tuple-based coordination constitutes the most relevant and
suitable class of models and technologies for managing the
interaction space in complex software systems such as mas
and pervasive intelligent applications [14]. In the remainder
of this section, we foresee the potential impact of the technologies briefly presented in Section II on the coordination of
complex software systems via tuple spaces.
A. Novel Application Domains
Privacy demanding application domains, for instance and
most notably healthcare-related ones, may in principle be
troublesome for tuple-based coordination, mostly because the
shared space approach requires extra-linguistic – usually,
infrastructural – means to address the issue of “who may get
access to what” [15]—typically, the infrastructure is patched
with some support to role-based access control [16].
Here, the kind of partial and obscure pattern matching
enabled by XPath queries comes handy to prevent interacting
agents to discover the whole structure of an information item
(i.e. an XML tuple representing a medical record from a
patient’s personal health folder) from a portion of it. In fact, on
the one hand the interacting agents are not required to know
in advance the whole tuple structure in order to be able to
perform queries – as in L INDA [1] inspired models typically
is – while, on the other hand, the behaviour of the tuple
space storing the information may be programmed to return
only the most specific piece of information which satisfies
the query—i.e. the list of the matching nodes without their
position (aka path) within the XML tuple (aka document). In
this way, privacy of sensitive information is straightforwardly
preserved by linguistic means—possibly complemented by the
usual extra-linguistic ones.
The blockchain technology further strengthens suitability
of the novel tuple-based models here envisioned in the
aforementioned business domains by adding features such as
accountability, traceability, and transparency of interactions.
In fact, asymmetric encryption (to authenticate interacting
agents), transactions (as tuple space primitives) along with

smart contracts (as coordination laws), and the shared ledger
concept itself (as the shared tuple space) straightforwardly
enable, respectively, to: (i) univocally and securely identify
who is interacting with whom (accountability); (ii) consistently
manage distributed interactions and enforce coordination laws
while seamlessly supporting dynamic construction of interaction traces (traceability); (iii) greatly enhancing observability
of the whole coordination process (transparency). For instance,
a blockchain-based distributed tuple space may conveniently
track medical records exchange and manipulation. In fact,
it would be naturally capable of relating interaction events
through transactions, providing for free a sort of book-keeping
of the history of interactions occurred within the system – who
accessed what, due to which previous events, leading to which
state of affairs – which is an invaluable information for, i.e.,
accountability purpose.
Finally, stream processing could extend the reach of tuplebased coordination towards IoT-related scenarios, where, on
the one hand, the pace at which data and events are generated
demands indeed for stream processing techniques, while, on
the other hand, the amount of loosely-coupled interactions
among distributed components that need to be fruitfully governed according to a system goal requires decentralised coordination mechanisms. There, for instance, sensor and actuator
devices may produce and consume, respectively, streams of
data in the form of tuples, and the role of streaming buffers
may be efficiently played by tuple spaces. Then, stream
filtering and processing components may coordinate to selforganise in pipelines by relying on tuple-based coordination
to split incoming data and aggregate partial results. Moreover,
if also the blockchain enters the picture, lineage tracking
would straightforwardly be supported by transactions and
smart contracts, and fault tolerance would be greatly improved
thanks to blockchain nodes’ synchronisation.
B. Increased Expressiveness
Adopting XPath as the pattern matching language in a
XML-tuples setting would straightforwardly enable novel
forms of partial and obscure pattern matching: not only the
actual information content may be not known to the agent
looking for matching tuples through a suitable tuple template
– as it typically stems from L INDA’s associative access – but
also the overall structure of the information chunks possibly
matching is unknown – not the position within a tuple, nor its
depth in case of nesting tuples – and even more it cannot be
discovered as a side-effect of pattern matching itself—namely,
not the whole tuple is returned, but only a suitable portion.
Such a novel form of matching mechanism would enable
fine-grained tuning of observability of information – and
interactions – directly at the language level. Furthermore,
the blockchain could complement this feature by offering the
required infrastructural support, also expanding observability
beyond tuples, towards interactions and coordination rules.
In fact, the blockchain straightforwardly supports a form
of event correlation, by ensuring that distributed transactions are totally ordered and consistent. Then, if transactions
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represent interactions, event correlation actually translates to
coordination of interactions. The policies according to which
such a coordination process would occur are actually the
smart contracts enforced by blockchain’s nodes. Since they
are programs, expressiveness would naturally lean towards the
Turing-equivalent expressiveness of coordination languages
such as ReSpecT [17].
Then, in-stream processing techniques bring along novel
forms of (near) real-time event correlation: in particular,
lineage tracking in a tuple-based coordination setting may
enable to build not only interaction histories, but also causal
relations between interaction events occurring in the same
“interaction pipeline”—intended, for instance, as the sequence
of interactions where different components get access to the
same data, or perform the same operations on different data.
IV. C ONCLUSION & O UTLOOK
The future of software systems is dealing with complexity,
and complexity in software systems typically comes from
interaction [18]. Coordination models and technologies are
naturally born to deal with that sort of complexity, by providing software engineers with the means for harnessing the
space of interaction [19].
Novel application scenarios such as pervasive intelligence
and the IoT mandate for new abstractions and tools for agent
coordination, so as to properly adapt to the specific application
requirements. In this position paper we explore the perspectives of integrating a few novel technologies within tuple-based
coordination models – namely, XPath, the blockchain, and
stream processing – and provide some insight of their potential
impact on multi-agent coordination.
In the next step of our research agenda we will likely
proceed either with the integration of the aforementioned
technologies within an existing coordination framework, presumably TuCSoN [20], or with the conception and design of
a brand-new model and lightweight coordination middleware
featuring XML tuples, XPath-based coordination primitives, a
blockchain-based backbone implementing a distributed tuple
space, smart contracts and transactions as coordination rules,
and stream-processing oriented interaction paradigm for the
coordinating agents.
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